the death of the author, creativity transfers to the critic, maybe as... 
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another New York Trilogy, those of Paul Auster. Goldsmith's trilogy the propulsive energy of these performances; as if that were more... 

For me, these works by Goldsmith reflect something... 

NOTES

of celebrity). In this context, conceptual writing is as much a form of... 

lingering attachment to the figure of the author (perhaps reflecting... 

The novel and the poem posit a personal relationship between the reader and the writer; in... 

announcer. They remind me more of Kafka than of Smithson, with perhaps the most provocative sentences of all Goldsmith's... 

The tension between a scientific/technological, or "objective", means... 

postclassic (Kyle Gann's blog)
Resonate (Aust New Music)
PostEverything
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